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Spectral Properties for the

Magnetization Integral Operator

By Mark J. Friedman* and Joseph E. Pasciak**

Abstract. We analyze the spectrum of a certain singular integral operator on the space

(L2(fi))3 where fi is contained in three dimensional Euclidean space and has a Lipschitz

continuous boundary. This operator arises in the integral formulation of the magnetostatic

field problem. We decompose (L2(fi))3 into invariant subspaces: in one where the operator is

the zero map; in one, the identity map; and in one where the operator is positive definite and

bounded. These results give rise to the formulation of new efficient numerical techniques for

approximating nonlinear magnetostatic field problems [5], [6], [12].

1. Introduction. In this paper we analyze the spectrum of the singular integral

operator

(1.1) Aw = vTw,

where

(1.2) {Tw){x) = j^^yV(y)-vy[))dy   and   r = \x - y\

defined on w e (L2(fi))3 for bounded domains fi contained in R3. The operator^ is

used in integral formulations of the magnetostatic field problem and their discretiza-

tion [1], [3], [11]. Applications of the results given in this paper lead to new efficient

numerical procedures [5], [6], [12] for approximating nonlinear magnetostatic field

problems.

The spectrum of the operator (1.1) was first analyzed in [4] for smooth simply

connected domains by the methods of classical potential theory. In this paper we

extend these results to the case of domains with Lipschitz continuous boundaries. In

contrast, our analysis is based on deriving an equivalent formulation of the operator

as an elliptic boundary value problem. The desired results are obtained by develop-

ing the appropriate properties of the boundary value problem.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce

some notation and state some preliminary results. In Section 3, we state and prove
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the main results of the paper (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1) which describe the

spectral decomposition of the operator A.

2. Preliminaries and Notation. Let fi denote a bounded domain in three dimen-

sional Euclidean space R3 with Lipschitz continuous boundary T. Sobolev spaces on

fi and T of order j will be denoted 77s(fi) and HS(T) with corresponding norms

II ' ll/Y5(ß) and I ' \h'(T)> respectively, [7], [9]. For negative s, the Sobolev spaces are

defined by duality. Let ^(fi) be the space of infinitely differentiable functions with

support contained in fi and 3>'(ü) denote the space of Schwartz distributions on fi

[14]. C°°(fi) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable functions on fi and is dense

in 77^fi) for any s. 77¿(fi) is defined to be the completion of 3>(Q) in the 77J(fi)

norm.

The notation H will denote the product space 773 which has components in a

space 77. When H is a Hubert space, 77 inherits the obvious norms and inner

products.

Let (•, • )ß denote the L2 inner product on fi given by

(2.1) {u,v)s = I  uvdx.

For vector-valued  functions u — (ulfu2,u3) and v = (vx, v2, v3), (2.1) will be

replaced by

(u, v)a = I u ■ v dx.
Jü

The Dirichlet inner product on fi is given by

Da(u,v) = (vu,Vv)a.

The Lipschitz continuity assumption on T implies that the exterior normal

n = (n,, n2, «3) on T exists almost everywhere [9]. In addition there are trace and

extension operators as described by the following lemma, which may be found in [9].

Lemma 1. The trace operator (denoted by Ta) extends continuously from ¿^(fi) to an

operator from H\Q) onto H1/2(T).

Lemma 2. There exists a bounded extension operator Eüfrom H1/2(T) into T/^fi)

satisfying

Tao£a = I   onHl/2(Y).

Our results for the singular integral operator will be stated for a fixed bounded

domain fi with Lipschitz continuous boundary T. We shall denote the L2 inner

product on T by (•,•>. In addition ( • , •) shall be used to denote the duality

between HS(T) and H~S(T).

We shall need some auxiliary subspaces of L2(fi). Let

K= {v^etf^Q)}.

Define

Jfü = (<|>e 771(ß)|v<i) = 0infi}.
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Note that the functions in jVü are constant on the components of fi and fi has only a

finite number of components. Set

Ñl(Q) = (<i> G #'(8) 10. *)„ = 0 for all * e JITa}.

Hl(tl) is obviously a closed subspace of 771(ß). A standard argument used in the

proof of the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality [2] gives that for some c > 0

(2.2) b\\H\a)<cDa(<p,<p)   forfetf^ß)

and hence {Dü( •, • )}1/2 is a norm on 77:(fi) which is equivalent to the usual Sobolev

norm.

Note that K obviously coincides with

{v*|*eA*(0)}

and it is a straightforward consequence of (2.2) that K is closed in L2(fi).

Let

K0= {v*|*eff¿(Q)}.

Then, arguments similar to those given above imply that K0 is a closed subspace of

L2(fi). The orthogonal complement of K0 in K will be denoted KH and the

orthogonal complement of K in L2(fi) will be denoted by N. The following lemma

was given by Temam [13].

Lemma 3. N is the completion in L2(fi) of

(m<e 0(Q)|divn = O}.

3. The Spectral Properties of A. Let w be a Lipschitz continuous vector field

defined on fi. The kernel of the integral operator 7 is weakly singular and it is shown

in [8] that the partial derivatives of Tw exist. Furthermore, the map w to dTw/dx,

extends continuously to a bounded operator from LP(Q) intoL^fi) for p > 1. The

map ris thus a bounded map from L2(fi) to Tf^fi).

The goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem and its corollary.

Theorem 1. The operator A is a bounded self adjoint map on L2(fi) and satisfies

(i) Ker A = N.

(ii) A is the identity when restricted to K0.

(iii) KH is an invariant subspace of A.

(iv) 77ie spectrum of A on KH is contained in the interval [X0, A0] where 0 < A0 <

A0<1.

Corollary 1. A0 in Theorem 1 can be taken less than 1 if and only if the

complement of fi has no bounded components.

We shall need additional notation and lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1. Let fi'

be an arbitrary domain in R3. As in [10], we consider the spaces Wq(ÇI') defined by

Wc}{Q')= {<#>e^'(fi')|v<i>G 7/^fiO and</>/(l + r) e L2(fi')}

where r measures the distance to the origin. Then Wq(ü') has the natural norm

(3.1) IHWo') = {llV^li^ + U/(l + r)||Íi(in}l/a.

The following lemma is given in [10].
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Lemma 4. If fi' has no bounded components then (3.1) is equivalent to the norm

{Dä(u,u)f/2foruinWQl(Ü').

Let fic denote the interior of the complement of the region fi. For any bounded

domain fi' contained in fic, any function in Wq(Qc), when restricted to fi', is in

Hl(ti') and thus it is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 that there

exist appropriately bounded trace and extension operators Ta and Ea between

ff/01(fic)and771/2(r). Let

JT^m {^e ^O1(fif)|v<> = 0onfic}.

Note that functions in Jfa are constant on the bounded components of fi(. and zero

on the unbounded component of Qc. We define

tf£(Oe)- {>e &£(Ûc)|O.*)o(-0f«an*e^ai}.

Then Lemma 4 and (2.2) imply that {Dü (•, -)}1/2 is a norm equivalent to (3.1) on

W¿(üc). Let W<jfl(Qc) be defined by

W0\0(QC) = {*eW0l{Qc)\TQe{t) = 0},

and

KH(QC)= {v*|*e rV¿(fic) and 7\0, <#,) = 0 for all * e W¿fi(Qe)}.

We shall use the following lemmas in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 5. For <p e Hl/2(T) there exists a unique extension h® in Hl(Q) satisfying

Da(hl,i) = 0   forall+eH^Q).

The above statement holds with fi, Hl(ïl) and 77f](fi) replaced by fif, W¿(QC) and

Remark. A" (resp. h®') is just the harmonic extension of <#> into ß (resp. ß().

LetJ^r = {rB0)|^ g jrü) and define

77-1/2(r)/^rr = {<t> e H~1/2(r)\(<t>, <//) = 0 for all $ e yTr}.

Lemma 6. Tor a function a in H~1/2(T)/jVt there exists a unique function ^ i«

Hl(U) satisfying

(3.2) Z>o(«M) = (a,0)   for all 6 ^H1 (SI).

Furthermore, the map a -* V^ « a homeomorphism of H~1/2(T)/jVt onto KH. A

similar result holds with jVt, Hl(Q,), Hl(tt) and KH replaced by JfYi, Wç}(Qc),

IVq(Qc) and KH(QC) respectively.

Remark, a is the generalized outward normal derivative of \p on T.

Lemma 7. Let w be in L2(fi). Then u = Tw is the unique function in Wq(R3)

satisfying

(3.3) DR>(u,<p) = (w,v<t>)ü   forall<t>^W0l(R3).

We postpone the proof of the last three lemmas until after the proof of the

theorem and its corollary.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 7 and the definition of A imply that Aw = Vu where

u is the solution of (3.3). Substituting (j> = Tv in (3.3) gives

(3.4) (Aw,Av)Ri = (w,Av)a

and implies that A is symmetric and bounded, hence selfadjoint.

If w is in KQ, then w = vv for some v e Hq(&) and v extended by zero is in

Wq(R3). Hence, u extended by zero is the solution of (3.3) and thus Aw = vv = w

which proves (ii).

We next show that there exists À0 > 0 satisfying

(3.5) *ollHL2(C)<MHLz(fi)    for all we*,,.

Let w be in KH then w = y/' for some \¡> g /7'(fi). Let alv be the distribution

guaranteed by Lemma 6 satisfying

(3.6) Da(t,<¡>) = (ow,4>)   foraIHGT/Hß).

If u is the solution of (3.3), then v« is in KH(iic). Let ou be the corresponding

distribution satisfying

(3.7) Daiu,<¡>) = (au,4>)    foralOG^(Ör).

Let </> be an arbitrary function in Hl/2(T) and extend $ to R3 by

_ _ (Ea(4>)     onfi,

*=\£BiO)    onfi,.

Then $ is in W¿(R3) and using (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7)

|(aw,<P>| = |(w,V^)a| = |7)a(t/0)+(ou,4>)|

< c{l|Vw||¿2(0)+|aj//-i/2(r)}|^|/vv2(r)

Thus by Lemma 6 and the definition of the norm in 77"1/2(r) we have

2 1
\\W\\2L\Q) < cl^l/V-'^r) < jfMHIViÄ3)-

- Aq -

Thus (3.5) follows from (3.4) and the Schwarz inequality.

By (3.3) and the definition of N, N is contained in Ker^4 and (i) follows from (ii)

and (3.5). We also note that (3.4) with v = w and the Schwarz inequality imply that

IMHI ¿»(g) < HI ûw
and thus the theorem will follow once (iii) is verified.

From the definition Aw = vTw, the range of A is contained in K. Let w be in KH,

u solve (3.3) and au be defined as above. If v = v4> is in K0 then Lemma 7 implies

that

0 = (w,V*)o = Da(u,il>)+(ou,t)= (vu,V^)Q.

Thus Aw = VuisinKH and the proof of the theorem is complete.

Proof of Corollary 1. Assume that fi£. has no bounded components. Let w he in KH

and let u and au be as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then by (3.3), Lemmas 1 and 4

(w, Aw)a = IMHIl^a) + l|V"lli2(ßc) >\\AwfiJm + Au\W-(Ty
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Now since u = h®, Lemma 5 implies

\\Aw\\ Z^S2) = II V«|| ¿2(0) < c\u\Hi/2(_ f

thus

(w,Aw)a> (1 + c)JMw||2¿2(B)

with c > 0. This proves the first part of the corollary.

Suppose fic has a bounded component which we will denote ß*. Define <¡> on T by

♦M-í'   ¡'X^Ü'-   ,
[0    ifjcer-38*.

Define w = v/i"; then by Lemma 5, w is in KH. Furthermore, it is easily seen that

(A°     onfi,

\h%'    onfic

is constant on the components of ßc and hence is the solution of (3.3). Thus Aw = w

and the corollary follows.

We shall only sketch the proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 since the lemmas correspond

to results which are well known in the case of smooth domains.

Proof of Lemma 5. We prove Lemma 5 for the domain fi. Given <i> in 771/2(T)

define \j/ = Eü(<¡>) and let v be the unique function in Hç)(Q) satisfying

DQ{o + il>,0) = 0   forallÖG7701(fi).

Then h® = v + $ has the desired properties. The uniqueness of the extension h° is a

consequence of the fact that

77¿(fi)= {<¡>eHl(Q)\Tf& = 0}.

Proof of Lemma 6. We prove Lemma 6 for fi, the proof for ßc is similar. Let a be

in H~1/2(T)/jVt; then the map 6 -* (a, 6) is a bounded linear functional on

Ti^ß). Since ||V<>||¿2(Í¡) is a norm on TT^ß), the Riesz Representation Theorem

guarantees that there exists \f/ in T/^ß) satisfying (3.2) for all 6 in TT^fi). From the

definition of H~l/2(T)/JfT, this also implies that \f/ satisfies (3.2) for all functions 0

in 77x(fi). The map S(a) = vi> is clearly bounded from H~x/2(Y)/Jiv into KH.

Given w = v<i> in KH we have by Lemma 5

|Ai(*.A°)|<C||v*||ÄhH,^(r)   toall+etf^r).

Thus there exists a unique distribution o in 77~1/2(r) satisfying

(o,*) = 0o(,M°)   foralOe^^ir).

One then argues that the map w -* a is a bounded map of KH into H~1/2(T)/jVr

and S(a) = w. Hence S is a homeomorphism of H~x/1(Y)/jVt onto KH.

Proof of Lemma 7. Let w be in L2(fi). Choose { m>, }°1, in ^(fi) with w¡ converging

to w in L2(fi). Clearly the functional <f> -> (n>, V<>)a is bounded on W^/?3). Thus

by Lemma 4 there exists a unique function w, g W^(/î3) satisfying

DRÍ(u,,<¡>) = (wi,v<¡>)Q   forall<í>G W¿(R3).
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Clearly ui converges to the solution u of (3.3) in Wq(R3). It is also clear from

classical potential theory that

"' = ¿i w> • v4 r ) * = ¿/B w< ' v4 r ) *■

Thus, 7w, = u¿ and the lemma follows by density.
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